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Session Summary

• Teachers and school leaders of ELLs become empowered to 

reframe their roles

• “Assessment for learning” bolsters teachers as decision-

makers

• Participants are invited to replicate a rubric development 

process designed by teachers in New York City 

– Using authentic NYC ELL student work

– Integrating features of academic language

– Creating productive language rubrics to promote ELLs’

learning
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Session Objectives

Participants will be able to:

1. Describe the differences between assessment of learning 

and assessment for learning

2. Draw from WIDA resources, including the Features of 

Academic Language along with the Productive Performance 

Definitions

3. Discuss how they can replicate the process of developing or 

adapting rubrics for speaking and writing as tools 

expressive of assessment for learning in their own contexts
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OBJ. 1: ASSESSMENT 

FOR LEARNING
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Activity 1: What Does Assessment Look Like in Your 

School, District, or State? 

1. Generate a list of assessments for ELLs at 

your school, district, or state.

2. Categorize assessments by their purpose 

and stakeholders (who uses the data).

3. Determine if or how any stakeholders are 

absent from the assessment discussions.
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Assessment of  Learning Involves 

• Administering high-stakes, annual state tests 

• Making sense of data from summative 

measures to make school, program, district, 

and state -level decisions

• Using data for accountability purposes and to 

adjust strategic planning

……Gottlieb, 2016
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Assessment for  Learning Involves:

Having teachers and students working together 

to achieve the same goals

Implementing tools and practices for seamlessly 

integrating assessment into classroom life

Offering standards-referenced feedback useful 

for informing instruction and helping students 

advance academically

……Gottlieb, 2016
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Assessment for  Learning Involves:
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Constructing standards-referenced language 
rubrics to interpret original student work, often 
for a project, product, or performance 



Discussion of Assessment for Learning
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Think about it….In assessment for learning,  
teachers are deemed assessment leaders 
and decision makers.

Do you agree with the descriptors that 
teachers should have agency? Why or why 
not? Exchange ideas with a partner.



Discussion of Assessment for Learning

• In groups of 4, discuss:

– What is the practicality of assessment for 

learning as part of your instructional routine?

– How might you plan assessment for learning 

strategies with your grade-level or departmental 

colleagues?

• Share examples from your practice of how you work 

together with your students. 
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Assessment 

As Learning

For Learning 

Of Learning 
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‘To support learning, assessment must move 

beyond merely informing the instructional 

decisions of school leaders to informing decisions 

made by students and teachers, too.’ 

…….R. Stiggins, 2006



NYC PRODUCTS AND PROCESS
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Final Suite of Products to Support ELLs & Teachers
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1: Rubrics

2: Annotated 

Student Samples

4: Professional 

Development

3: Supporting 

Materials



Rubric Development Overview

• Partnered with Council for Aid to Education

• 16 rubrics total in speaking, writing in K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-8, 

9-12 

• Highlight ELLs’ strengths in academic language:

– Word

– Sentence

– Discourse 
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Rubric Development Overview, Continued

• Provide teachers guidance in instructional planning & 

scaffolding

• Integrate Universal Design for Learning

• Framed around CCSS, NY’s New Language Arts 

Progressions, NYSESLAT Performance Level Descriptors

• Guided by Diane August, Alison Bailey, Margo Gottlieb, 

Deborah Taub
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Rubric Development Process

• Collaboration that elicited 25 diverse cohort teachers’ 

ongoing input in K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12 from these content 

areas:

– English language arts

– Mathematics

– Science

– Social studies

– ESOL/bilingual

– Special education
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Rubric Development Process

Meeting Purpose

Cohort Meeting 1: 
November 2015

• Frame project
• Share research & academic language features
• Set parameters to collect EL samples
• Design Version 1.0 of rubrics

2: Cohort Meeting 2:  
January 2016

• Provide feedback on Version 1.0
• Bring in & discuss EL samples 
• Draft Version 2.0 

3: Focus Group 
Meeting: February 2016

• Share rubric Version 2.0 and supporting materials to 
obtain feedback from 10 new NYC teachers 

4: Cohort Meeting April
2016

• Provide feedback on Version 2.0
• Use draft rubrics to assess ELs’ work
• Suggest changes for Version 3.0 

5. September 2016 • All rubrics and materials ready for teachers’ use
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OBJ 2. DRAW FROM 

WIDA RESOURCES
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EXPRESSIVE



Activity 2: Analyzing Authentic Samples of ELLs’

Written Work

1. Working in pairs, use the performance definitions to 

analyze writing at: 

– Elementary: Grade 1

– Secondary: Grade 7

2. Determine proficiency at word/phrase, sentence, and 

discourse levels (dimensions) using the evidence you see 

in the sample

3. Share out with the group 
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Debrief

1. Are you familiar with this process? 

2. What did you notice about this process?

3. How does this process demonstrate assessment for 

learning?  
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OBJ. 3: REPLICATE THE PROCESS
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Activity 3: Next Steps for Replicating the Process

• In small groups, discuss:

– A general plan for how you might develop or adapt 

writing rubrics for ELLs in your schools or districts with 

content or grade-level colleagues 

– How authentic ELLs’ work provides insight into 

assessment for learning
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Session Objectives

Participants will be able to:

1. Describe the differences between assessment of learning 

and assessment for learning

2. Draw from WIDA resources, including he Features of 

Academic Language along with the Productive Performance 

Definitions

3. Discuss how they can replicate the process of developing 

or adapting rubrics for speaking and writing as tools 

expressive of assessments for learning in their own 

contexts
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Thank you!

Diane@DSFConsulting.net

margogottlieb@gmail.com
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